Origin of the Veddnia.
of course, a totally different interest    We watch
in  them  the  historical  growth of philosophical
the holy texts, and rests on individual opinion only, has no
proper foundation. We see how arguments, which some clever
men had excogitated with great pains, are shown, by people still
more ingenious, to be fallacious, and how the arguments of the
latter again are refuted in their turn by other men; so that, on
account of the diversity of men's opinions, it is impossible to
accept mere reasoning as having a sure foundation. Nor can
we get over this difficulty by accepting as well-founded the reason-
ing of some person of recognised mental eminence, may he be
Kapila or anybody else; since we observe that even men of
the most undoubted mental eminence, such as Kapila, Kawdda,
and other founders of philosophical schools, have contradicted
one another/ It is true that this line of reasoning is objected to
because in reasoning against reasoning, we implicitly admit the
authority of reason. But in the end *Sankara holds that * the
true nature of the cause of the world, on which final emancipa-
tion depends, cannot, on account of its excessive abstruseness,
even be thought of without the help of the holy texts/ < The
Veda/ he adds, ' which is eternal and the source of knowledge,
may be allowed to have for its object firmly established things,
and hence the perfection of that knowledge which is founded
on the Veda cannot be denied by any of the logicians of the past,
present, or future. We have thus established the perfection of
this our knowledge which reposes on the Upanishads/
See also II, i, 27: 'As the Pura;/a says: "Do not apply
reasoning to what is unthinkable! The mark of the unthink-
able is that it is above all material causes/' Therefore the
cognition of what is supersensuous is based on the holy texts
D

